Shelford ‘Safari’ Walk!
Spot the animals (real and stuﬀed!) on this route around Shelford!
Obviously you can also still look out for other bears, rainbows and painted rocks...
Animals correct at time of publishing - keep in mind people might change their window displays
and real animals might be moved :)
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)

I)
J)

K)
L)
M)

Snake and Bear - Mingle Lane house windows
Clown Fish (Nemo) - Spinney Drive house window on left
Bunny - Days Bakery window
Horses and Swans - Recreation Ground behind the strip of trees behind the football goal, and
by the river
Goats - Kingsmill Lane on the right (hopefully in their little field and not hiding in their shed!)
Owl and Cat statues - High Street top of wall
Bears - Granham’s Road in bungalow window on left
Ladybird Hunt near the field/allotment area along Cambridge Road (sorry slightly out of order
due to a location change!). Search for Mrs Ladybird’s missing children - see photo below!
(Please take care due to small stones - choking hazard.)
Horses - DNA cycle path
Sheep and Lambs - look left from the top of the railway bridge on Cambridge Road
(or go through the fields behind - via Jenny’s path near the primary school or via the cut
through on Cambridge Road - for a longer walk and often much better view of the animals
from the other side.)
Sloth and Fox - Davey Crescent house on left (There are little treats for the children attached
to the back of the fence to say “Congratulations on doing the Safari!”. Please take one!)
Horses - Cambridge Road in paddock
Little Bo Peep and Sheep display - Walden Way, round the back of the mini roundabout at
the end of the cul-de-sac - see photo below!
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